
 

 

  
Abstract—Field Association (FA) terms are a limited set of 

discriminating terms that give us the knowledge to identify document 
fields which are effective in document classification, similar file 
retrieval and passage retrieval. But the problem lies in the lack of an 
effective method to extract automatically relevant Arabic FA Terms to 
build a comprehensive dictionary. Moreover, all previous studies are 
based on FA terms in English and Japanese, and the extension of FA 
terms to other language such Arabic could be definitely strengthen 
further researches. This paper presents a new method to extract, 
Arabic FA Terms from domain-specific corpora using part-of-speech 
(POS) pattern rules and corpora comparison. Experimental evaluation 
is carried out for 14 different fields using 251 MB of domain-specific 
corpora obtained from Arabic Wikipedia dumps and Alhyah news 
selected average of 2,825 FA Terms (single and compound) per field. 
From the experimental results, recall and precision are 84% and 79% 
respectively. Therefore, this method selects higher number of relevant 
Arabic FA Terms at high precision and recall.  

 
Keywords—Arabic Field Association Terms, information 

extraction, document classification, information retrieval.  

I. INTRODUCTION 

N recent years, the amount of data of all kinds available 
electronically has increased dramatically. However, 
collection often remained a challenge to retrieve and process 

into useful information and into actionable knowledge due to a 
lack of infrastructure for data.  Novel techniques based on 
Field Association (FA) Terms [2][9][19][26] which is more 
suitable than the traditional feature selection methods such as 
vector space models [16][18] and probabilistic methods [10] 
have been introduced to be very effective in document 
classification. 

The concept of Field Association (FA) Terms is based on the 
fact that the subject of a text (document field) can usually be 
identified by looking at certain specific words or phrases in 
that text. People can recognize the field of a document when 
they extract these specific words called FA Terms [1][9]. For 
example, “homerun” indicates the subfield <Baseball> of 
super-field <Sports>, and “election” indicates sub-field 
<Election> of super-field <Politics>.  

Moreover, Atlam, Morita, Fuketa and Aoe [3] have 
proposed a method to select compound FA Terms from a pool 
of single FA Terms only. This method has a drawback because 
it does not extract compound FA Terms directly from a 
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document even compound FA Terms form a majority of the 
relevant FA Terms in a given field. Other main problem lies in 
the selection of FA Terms do not use POS information and rely 
too heavily on the term frequency.  Dorji, Atlam, Yata, Morita, 
Fuketa and Aoe [6] have proposed a method for selection of 
FA Terms using POS pattern rules for automatically building 
FA Terms dictionary. 

Presently, all the previous studies are based on FA terms in 
English and Japanese, and the extension of FA terms to other 
language such Arabic could be definitely strengthen further 
researches. Therefore, this paper presents a new methodology 
for building extensive Arabic dictionary uses linguistic 
methods to extract relevant compound as well as single FA 
Terms from domain-specific corpora using Arabic POS.  

Section 2 in this paper presents the overview and FA tree. 
Section 3 presents the related works. Section 4 presents our 
new methodology. Section 5 presents the experimental 
evaluation. Finally, Section 6 presents the conclusion and 
future work. 

II.  OVERVIEW 

A. FA Term  
FA Term: FA Terms are words or phrases that allow humans 

to recognize intuitively the field to which a text belongs. 
Technically, a FA Term is defined as the minimum word or 
phrase that can identify a field in a document field 
representation scheme called field tree.  

For example, “tournament” is a proper FA Term of super-
field <Sports> and “tennis tournament” is a proper FA Term of 
subfield <Tennis> under super-field <Sports>. In this case, the 
addition of the word “tennis” has added new field information 
to the word “tournament”. 

 

B.  Field Tree 
In this study, we use a field tree based on Imidas’99[7] 

containing 14 super-fields, 50 median fields and 393 terminal 
fields (sub-fields). For example, in Figure 1, the path 
<Sports/Soccer/Egyptian Goalkeeper> describes super-field 
<Sports> having median-field <Soccer> and terminal field < 
Egyptian Goalkeeper> and this path can be represented by field 
code 13.1.5.  

Each FA Term is connected to a particular field inside a 
hierarchical field tree like the one shown in Fig. 1. Since a  
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Fig. 1 sample of field tree structure 

FA Term may belong to more than one field, it is possible 
that the same FA Term may be connected to the field tree at 
more than one node. In the FA Terms dictionary, whether a FA 
Terms belongs to more than one field or not is represented by 
its level.  

C.  FA Term Levels 

Some FA Terms can uniquely identify a certain field, while 
some FA terms may belong to two or more fields. Thus each 
FA Term has a different scope to associate with a field. In 
order to take this into consideration, FA Terms are classified 
into five different levels [9][3] based on how well they indicate 
specific fields. The FA Term levels are defined as follows: 

Level 1 Perfect FA terms: Associate with only one terminal 
field. For example, (Esam El-Hadary) is associated with one 
terminal field <Soccer>. 

Level 2 Semi-perfect FA terms: Associate with more than 
one terminal field. For example, (singles) is associated with 
more than one terminal fields, <Tennis> and < Table Tennis > 
in the same medium field <Ball Games>. 

Level 3 Ordinary FA terms: Associate with one top field. 
For example, (World cup) is associated with one top field 
<Sports>. 

Level 4 Cross fields FA terms: Associate with more than 
one fields in different top fields. For example, (victory) is 
associated with the top field <Sports> and the terminal field 
<Humanities and Social Sciences /Government> and 
<Politics/Election>. 

Level 5 Non-specific FA terms: Do not specify any fields. 
For example, (size) and (method) are some conjunctions and 
nouns lack of distinct fields.   

III.  RELATED RESEARCH STUDY  

A. Important Aspects  
The extraction of domain terminology from textual data is an 

important step for creating a specialized dictionary of 
terminologies [27]. Krauthammer and Nenadic [13] provide an 
overview of a number of approaches used for term 

identification. Co-occurring words are usually extracted as 
compound term candidates. Approaches used to identify co-
occurrences consist of dictionary-based, syntactic rule-based 
using POS Patterns and machine-learning. For instance[4] has 
developed syntactic pattern rules for extracting noun phrases 
while [21] use syntactic patterns as well as bigrams to extract 
terminology candidates from log files.  

Statistical methods are generally used with syntactic 
methods for evaluating the adequacy of terminological 
candidates. Under the framework established by traditional 
terminology extraction methods, we use specially developed 
POS patterns to extract FA Term candidates from domain-
specific corpora using a sliding window of ten words. Relevant 
FA Terms are then selected by corpora comparison and using a 
unique series of statistical formulae based on tf-idf.  

The selected FA terms are then added to FA Terms 
dictionary under their relevant fields in the field tree. Currently 
we use a hierarchical field tree based on Imidas’99 [7]. This 
field tree is a classification system similar to those used in 
knowledge organization systems.  

B. Arabic Part of Speech (APOS) 

Much work has been done on addressing different specific 
natural language processing tasks for Arabic, such as 
tokenization, diacritization, morphological disambiguation, 
part-of-speech (POS) tagging, stemming and lemmatization.  
(The papers cited below contain a discussion of relevant work.)   
The MADA system along with TOKAN provides one solution 
to all of these different problems.  Our approach distinguishes 
between the problems of morphological analysis (what are the 
different readings of a word out-of-context) and morphological 
disambiguation (what is the correct reading in a specific 
context).  Once a morphological analysis is chosen in context, 
we can determine its full POS tag, lemma and diacritization. 
Morphological analysis and disambiguation are handled in the 
MADA component of our system.  Knowing the morphological 
analysis also allows us to tokenize and stem deterministically. 
Since there are many different ways to tokenize Arabic 
(tokenization is a convention adopted by researchers), the 
TOKAN component allows the user to specify any 
tokenization scheme that can be generated from disambiguated 
analyses.

 

 

< Sports> 
 الرياضة

   <Soccer>  
 آرة القدم

< Egyptian Goalkeeper> حارس مرمي مصري
Esam El-Hadary 
 عصام الحضري

World Cup Game 
 لعبة آأس العالم

Medium field Terminal field FA Term 

< Basketball>  آرة السلة     

<Ball Games> 
 ألعاب الكرة

<Tennis>  آرة المضرب   
<Tennis Table>     آرة الطاولة

< …> 

Singles 
فردي
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Fig. 2 System outline of the proposed FA Terms selection methodology 
 

TABLE III  SAMPLE ARABIC OUTPUT OF TREE TAGGER 

Token POS English  Token POS English  Token POS English 
 JJ visual مرئية  IN at في  VVN developed طورت
انتل  NP Intel انتل NP Intel JJ new جديدة
 ، ، ،  NP East الشرق  NN processor معالجا
 IN with مع  NP Middle الأوسط  IN of من
 NNS systems النظم  : : :  NN family أسرة
 VVN equipped مجهزة  JJ available ستتاح  NP Pentium بينتيوم
 NNS processor بمعالجة  NNS Users للمستخدمين  NNS Speeds بسرعة
333 CD 333  في IN in  انتل NP Intel 

 JJ new الجديدة  NN sector قطاع  NN MHz ميغاهرتز
 ، ، ،  NN business الأعمال  CC and و
 NP Pentium بينتيوم  CC and و  VVD said قال
لمستخدمينا  NP Nadem نديم  NNS Users  الثاني NP II 

 . . .  JJ casual العاديين  NP Jaroudi جارودي
،  NN manger مدير ، ،  
     NN power قوة  NN development تطوير
     NN computing حوسبة  NN business الأعمال

 
The tokenized version is produced using the ARAGEN 

generator [11]. MADA (Morphological Analysis and 
Disambiguation for Arabic) makes use of 19 orthogonal 
features to select, for each word, a proper analysis from a list 
of potential analyses provided by the Buckwalter Arabic 
Morphological Analyzer [5]. The BAMA analysis which 
matches the most of the predicted features wins. These 19 
features consist of the 14 morphological features, e.g. number, 
gender, case, mood, etc., which MADA predicts using 14  

 
distinct Support Vector Machines trained on the PATB.  In 

addition, MADA uses five features capturing spelling 
variations and n-grams statistics among others.  Since MADA 
selects a complete analysis from BAMA, all decisions 
regarding morphological ambiguity, lexical ambiguity, 
tokenization, diacritization and POS tagging in any possible 
POS tagset are made in one fell swoop [11].   

 
 

Wikipedia Arabic Articles 
Dumps 

Arabic POS Tagging 

FAT candidates’ extraction 
 

FAT  candidates 
weighting and  FATs 

selection

Reference Corpus 
(Al-Hayaat news) 

Arabic POS Tagging 

Ref.  FAT  candidates 
extraction 

Selected Relevant 
FATs 

Updating FAT level with FAW 
in Dictionary 

Arabic FA Term 
Dictionary 

 Stop words List
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IV.  THE NEW METHODOLOGY  

A.  System outline  
The outline of the new system is shown in Figure 2. We use 

as inputs domain-specific corpora for the various fields of 
interest from Wikipedia Arabic Articles Dumps and 
reference corpora from Al-Hayaat news for comparison. The 
system consists of a part-of-speech (POS) tagger, a module for 
FA Terms candidate extraction, a module for weighting 
candidate terms and selecting the relevant FA Terms, and lastly 
a appending them to the FA Terms dictionary. 

Firstly, documents in a domain-specific corpus are POS 
tagged using Tree Tagger [5]. The tagged corpus is then fed as 
input to the FA Term candidate extractor module. This module 
extracts FA Term candidates that match predefined POS 
pattern rules. The extracted FA term candidates are then 
weighted and ranked by comparing with term candidates from 
a reference corpus and using formulae based on tf-idf and at 
same time stop words list to filter out term candidates is used 
during the selection. Candidate terms that have final weights 
are automatically selected as new FA Terms. The selected FA 
Terms are then manually checked to confirm their relevance. 
Finally, the selected FA Terms are compared with all other FA 
Terms in the dictionary.  Then the selected FA Terms are 
appended to the FA Terms dictionary under their relevant 
fields. All these procedures involved in the extraction and 
selection of FA Terms are described in detail in the following 
sub-sections. 

 

B.  Arabic POS tagging 

The documents in the domain-specific corpora and the 
reference corpora are POS-tagged using Tree Tagger Arabic-
tagger trained on the train part of the ATB as split for the 2005 
JHU Summer Workshop, using Bies tags (data distributed by 
Mona Diab). Tree tagger is reported to achieve accuracy of 
96.72% on dev portion according to Diab split (77.49% on 
unknown words)[5][11]. 

Example 1 

The results of tagging the following sentence in Table 2 
using the Tree Tagger are shown in Table 3. The sentence was 
taken from a document in the domain-specific corpus of the 
‘Operating system’ field. 

C. FA Term Candidates Extraction 

1. Single FA Term candidates extraction 

Single words like common nouns, proper nouns, adjectives 
or gerunds are extracted as candidates for Arabic single FA 
Terms. The words that belong to these parts-of-speech are the 
most likely candidates for single FA Terms 

.Example 2 
Let us consider extracting single FA Term candidates from the 
sentence given in Example 1. All words, the POS of which 
have been identified as nouns, adjectives or gerunds in Table 2 

would be extracted as candidates. That would include the 
following words:  

 ,تطوير ,مدير ,جارودي ,نديم ,ميغاهرتز ,بسرعة ,بينتيوم, أسرة ,معالجاً ,انتل
 ,العاديين، قوة ,المستخدمين, الأعمال ,قطاع ,الأوسط ,الشرق ,انتل ,الأعمال
 .الثاني ,بينتيوم ,انتل, معالج ,المجهزة ,النظم ,جديدة ,مرئية ,حوسبة

 
TABLE II SAMPLE OF ARABIC TEXT AND ENGLISH TRANSLATION FROM 

“OPERATING SYSTEMS” FILED 

2. Compound FA Term candidate’s extraction 

Arabic Compound FA Terms are formed by collocations. 
(Smadja, 1993) identified three types of collocations: rigid 
noun phrases, predicative relations and phrasal templates. 
Compound FA Terms consist of an uninterrupted sequence of 
words such as “Human rights-حقوق الإنسان”, “President Hosni 
Mubarak- الرئيس حسني مبارك”, “The Council of Ministers- مجلس  
 Doctor“ ,”حزب العدالة الإسلامي-Islamic party of Justice“ ,”الوزراء
of Philosophy-دآتوراة في الفلسفة”, etc. and fall under the category 
of “rigid noun phrases”.  

Bennet and Schatz [4] have developed syntactic rules for 
extracting noun phrases in general, but they can not be applied 
directly for our purpose as we are interested only in some 
special noun phrases that are candidates for compound FA 
Terms. All noun phrases cannot be candidates for FA Terms. 
Based on previous studies [4] and on our own study of FA 
Terms, we developed the following sequence of POS patterns 
for a maximum length of ten words and minimum of two 
words, as rules for determining compound FA Term 
candidates: 

1. [Noun] – [Noun] – [up to 8more nouns] 
2. [Noun] – [Preposition] – [Noun] – [up to 7 more 

nouns] 
3. [Noun] – [Preposition] – [Article] – [Noun] – [up to 6 

more nouns] 
4. [Adjective] – [Noun/Gerund] – [up to 8 more nouns] 
5. [Adjective] – [Adjective] – [Noun] – [up to 7 more 

nouns] 
6. [Gerund] – [Noun] – [up to 8 more nouns] 

These rules are applied to the tagged documents from the 
corpora using a sliding window of ten words. The window is 
placed on the words such that the word at the beginning of the 
window is a noun, adjective or a gerund as per the POS pattern 
for a compound FA Term candidate identified above. The 

English translated text Arabic Text 
Intel has developed a family of 
Pentium processors at speeds of 
333 MHz, "said Nadem Jaroudi 
business development manager at 
Intel Middle East said: be made 
available to business users and 
casual users, the power of new 
visual computing, dealing with 
systems equipped with Intel's new 
Pentium II . 

 طورت انتل معالجاً من أسرة
 333بينتيوم بسرعة 

وقال نديم  ميغاهرتز
جارودي مدير تطوير 
الأعمال في انتل الشرق 

ستتاح للمستخدمين : الأوسط
في قطاع الأعمال 
والمستخدمين العاديين، قوة 
حوسبة مرئية جديدة، مع 
النظم المجهزة بمعالجة انتل 

 .الجديدة، بينتيوم الثاني
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Arabic POS pattern rule is then applied to the window 
contents. The window will be truncated when a word that does 
not conform to the identified Arabic POS pattern is 
encountered or a punctuation mark other than the hyphen is 
encountered. Whether a candidate term is located or not, the 
window then slides over to the next word that matches the 
starting Arabic POS for a FA Term candidate following the 
word where the previous window was truncated. If the 
previous window was not truncated, the window moves to the 
word that matches the starting Arabic POS for a FA Term 
candidate next to where the previous window ended. The 
process is repeated until the end of the file is reached.  

Example 3 

Let us look at the extraction of compound FA Term 
candidates from the sentence given in Example 1. The window 
is truncated after identifying a possible FA Term candidate. 
Firstly, the underlined phrases are extracted as compound FA 
Term candidates.  

 
نديم  وقال ميغاهرتز 333انتل معالجاً من أسرة بينتيوم بسرعة طورت 

للمستخدمين  ستتاح: جارودي مدير تطوير الأعمال في انتل الشرق الأوسط
، مع ، قوة حوسبة مرئية جديدةفي قطاع الأعمال والمستخدمين العاديين

 .، بينتيوم الثانيالنظم المجهزة بمعالجة انتل الجديدة
 
Secondly, some of the FA Term candidates can furnish other 

smaller FA Term candidates since some of the Arabic POS 
pattern rules are subsets of other rules.  

Candidate terms made up of three or more words have the 
potential to yield smaller FA Term candidates since some of 
the Arabic POS pattern rules are subsets of other rules. In 
Example 3, the FA Term candidate “ انتل معالجاً من أسرة بينتيوم
 was extracted t first. Then this FA Term ”بسرعة 333 ميغاهرتز
candidate also yielded two smaller FA Terms  انتل معالجاً من أسرة
 .” بينتيوم بسرعة 333 ميغاهرتز“ and ”بينتيوم

 

D. FA Terms weighting and selection 

1. Corpora comparison 
Comparing the occurrence of a FA Term candidate in the 

domain-specific corpus with its occurrence in the reference 
corpus Drouin [8] and Jiang [12] is an effective method to find 
FA Terms with high field specificity. The reference corpus is 
chosen in such a way that it would help us discriminate FA 
Terms in the domain-specific corpus more distinctly.  

For each candidate term, we measure the regional term 
frequency (the frequency of term within the given document), 
the universal term frequency (term frequency within the whole 
of domain-specific corpus) and the document frequency 
(number of documents in the domain-specific corpus that 
contain the term). Likewise, we also measure the universal 
term frequency and the document frequency of the term in the 
reference corpus. The more relevant a term is to the field, the 

higher will be its term frequency and document frequency in 
the domain-specific corpus, while its term frequency and the 
document frequency in the reference corpus would be lower.  

 
2. Weighting formula 

The weighting formula is based on a modified version of tf-
idf.  Lan and Sung [14] have made a comparative study of 
various versions of tf-idf term weighting schemes.  

We make the calculations at two levels: one at the document 
level and the other at the corpus level. “Regional” refers to the 
calculation at the level of the document, while “Universal” 
refers to the calculation at the level of the whole corpus of a 
particular field. The final selection of FA Terms is based on the 
universal weight.  

wt_regional_tf refers to weighted regional term frequency of 
a FA Term candidate. regional_tf refers to regional term 
frequency and regional_avg_tf to average frequency of all FA 
term candidates in a document. 

)__log(
2/21/1

2/21

)_log(
2/21/1

1/11
__

tfavgregional
ndfndf

ndf

tfregional
ndfndf

ndf

tfregionalwt
××

+
+

××
+

+
=

β

β

 

                     
 (1) 

where n1 is the number of documents in the domain-specific 
corpus, df1 is the number of documents containing the term in 
the domain-specific corpus, n2 is the number of documents in 
the reference corpus, df2 is the number of documents 
containing the term in the reference corpus and β is an 
adjustment factor. 

By using  equation (1), then, regional_weight is calculated 
as follows: 

α+××= 2

1

2

1

2 )(___
idf
idf

itf
itf

tfregionalwtweightregional
        

         

(2)                  
Where itf1, itf2, idf1 and idf2 are calculated as log10(nt1/tf1), 

log10(nt2/tf2),  log10(n1/df1) and log10(n2/df2) respectively. nt1 and 
tf1 are the total number of candidate terms and the total 
frequency of a particular term in the domain-specific corpus, 
while nt2 and tf2 are the total number of candidate terms and the 
total frequency of a particular term in the reference corpus. 
Moreover, α is the additional weight given to compound FA 
Term candidates if they contain a single FA Term.         

Finally Universal term weights are calculated as in equation 
(3) by taking the average of the regional term weights that 
remain.  

N

weightregional
weightuniversal

n

i i
∑

== 1
_

_
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TABLE IV RECALL AND PRECISION USING ARABIC SINGLE AND COMPOUND FA TERMS  

Field  
(Size in B) 

AFAT 
Type 

FA Term 
Candidates 

Automaticall
y Retrieved 

Arabic FA Term 

Total 
Relevant 

Arabic FA 
Terms 

Relevant 
Arabic FA 

Terms selected 
automatically 

Recall  
% 

Precision 
% 

Science ASFAT 99,780 970 913 807 0.88 0.83
(1.64 MB) ACFAT 155,650 1,559 1,404 1,066 0.75 0.68
Economic ASFAT 205,659 2,566 2,338 2,028 0.86 0.79
(15.4 MB) ACFAT 405,325 4,530 4,327 3,868 0.89 0.85
General ASFAT 455,867 4,558 4,377 3,862 0.88 0.84
(36.7 MB) ACFAT 549,300 5,293 5,211 4,552 0.87 0.86
Cars ASFAT 101,500 852 782 614 0.78 0.72
(868 KB) ACFAT 121,345 1,899 1,645 1,447 0.87 0.76
Computer ASFAT 177,452 1,412 1,294 1,036 0.80 0.73
(1.64 MB) ACFAT 199,402 1,930 1,858 1,216 0.65 0.63
News ASFAT 307,849 4,631 4,480 3,842 0.85 0.82
(44.8 MB) ACFAT 567,834 6,498 6,382 5,543 0.86 0.85
Sports ASFAT 98,678 1,255 1,184 1,060 0.89 0.84
(18.9 MB) ACFAT 289,456 3,447 3,313 2,843 0.85 0.82
Politics ASFAT 260,453 2,576 2,398 2,020 0.84 0.78
(40.6 MB) ACFAT 398,564 4,661 4,086 3,651 0.89 0.78
Religions ASFAT 198,534 2,477 2,371 2,019 0.85 0.81
(30.89 MB) ACFAT 378,694 4,295 3,908 3,451 0.88 0.80 

ASFAT=Arabic Single FA Term,              ACFAT = Arabic Compound FA Term. 

 Where N is the number of documents in which the term 
appears in the domain-specific corpus. 

V.  EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION  

A.  Data Collection 
The domain-specific corpora used in this research were 

collected from the English Wikipedia dumps (Wikipedia 
Foundation, Inc.) downloaded on 5 November 2009. As Wang 
[28] have shown that a thesaurus of concepts built from 
Wikipedia is effective in enhancing previous approaches for 
text classification, Wikipedia dumps is a good source of 
corpora for extracting FA Terms. From the downloaded 
Wikipedia dumps, the individual documents (articles) are 
extracted and Arabic POS-tagged with Tree tagger. We then 
use these tagged corpora as the source of our Alhyah corpora. 
We divide the documents (articles) into different fields based 
on their Wikipedia category and title [29] using a computer 
program. Some manual checking was required to get rid of 
garbage or empty files. The size of domain-specific corpora for 
different fields is shown in Table 4.   

Experimental evaluation is carried out for 14 different fields 
using 251 MB of Alhyah corpora. The fields are: <Science>, 
<Economic>, <General>, <Cars>, <Computer>, <News>, 
<Sports>, etc. Reference corpora for comparison were also 
collected from the Wikipedia dumps.  

B. Evaluation of FA Terms selection results 

Once the domain-specific corpora and reference corpora are 
ready, we extract the Arabic single FA Terms and compound 
FA Terms as described before. The number of candidates 
selected in different fields is shown in Table 4. The extracted 
FA Term candidates are then given weights using the method 
described in the previous sections. The FA Term candidates 

with weightuniversal _  above a heuristic threshold value 
are selected as FA Terms. Based on our experimental 
observations and after many trying the best selected values for 
α and β were α = 5, β = 10. 

Table 4 shows the results of FA Terms selection for only 9 
fields out of the 14 used in the experimental evaluation. Hence, 
precision and recall are calculated as follows: 

TermsFAArabictreivedllyAutomatica
llyAutomaticaSelectedTermsArabicFAlavant

precision
Re

Re
=                      

TermsFAArabiclavantTotal
llyAutomaticaSelectedTermsArabicFAlavantcall

Re
ReRe =                      

VI. CONCLUSION 
This paper has presented a new methodology for building 

extensive Arabic dictionary uses linguistic methods to extract 
relevant compound as well as single FA Terms from domain-
specific corpora using Arabic POS. The new method has 
extracted Arabic FA Terms from domain-specific corpora 
using part-of-speech (POS) pattern rules, corpora comparison 
and modified tf-idf weighting. Experimental evaluation is 
carried out for 14 different fields using 251 MB of domain-
specific corpora obtained from Arabic Wikipedia dumps and 
Alhyah news selected average of 2,825 FA Terms (single and 
compound) per field. From the experimental results, recall and 
precision are 84% and 79% respectively. The results show that 
the proposed methodology is effective for building a 
comprehensive Arabic dictionary of FA Terms.  

Future studies will further improve the proposed 
methodology by adding a document classification module so 
that documents can be classified automatically and FA Term 
candidates extracted from them.  Moreover, text summarization 
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using Arabic filed association dictionary knowledge will be 
presented. 
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